Hyndai sonata 2011

More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash test ratings. Combines Driver and Passenger
star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal barrier test simulates a head-on collision
between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side Barrier test simulates an
intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at The Side Pole Barrier
test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The Rollover Resistance test
measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control scenario. Learn about safety
technology. This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. The
vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected. Learn about our recall process.
Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other equipment. We review every
problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a safety problem. Every vehicle has a
unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be repaired as part of a recall.
Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the manufacturer conducting the
recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of Transportation. Report a Problem.
Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare
safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about
crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn
about our recall process Have a safety problem? Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN.
Search by VIN. Recently Searched. I bought my Sonata in October and it's been a great car. I
recently was reminded on how good it really was. I was driving with my family a couple of
weeks ago, when we we struck by another vehicle. We were t-boned at an intersection on the
driver's side. Both front and rear airbags deployed and the car was considered a total loss.
Fortunately, my family was fine, with a few bumps and bruises. I am grateful that the car
protected us in such a violent crash. Needless to say, I'm shopping for another Sonata. Thanks
Hyundai! We purchased the Hyundai Sonata in Feb We love the way it drives, the interior
features, comfort and looks. However, we are extremely unhappy with a groaning noise that
occurs with decceleration or braking to a stop. They have said it is in all of the Sonatas but I
doubt that since I have seen no other posts or articles about it. Needless to say, I cannot
recommend that anyone purchase this vehicle until Hyundai addresses this problem. I
purchased my 2. I was experiencing the pulling to the left and i brought it back and they said
that hyundai was aware of the problem and they were waiting for a computer update for the
steering. So I called the consumer care to verify this and what great service they took my name
and serial number of the car called the dealer ship where we bought it and they said to make an
appoinment. Then I got a call from Paul who is the regional service manager from Hyundai from
New Jersey he said that they changed the specifications and it was fixed and no more pull. We
just replaced the starter in our 75K mile Hyundai Sonata. This is the first and only mechanical
problem we have had with the car. Other than that, it is loud on the road and seats are uncomfy
for me at 5'4", but it has been a great car. I just had it happen to mine. They never sent me a
recall report on anything except the break lights. They informed me they are not sure of how
long it will take to repair it since they're not making the engines fast enough. They are amazing
cars, but the engine failure was a huge disappointment. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Sonata. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Look for starter problems. Items per
page:. Write a review See all Sonatas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Sonata. Sign Up.
This version of the Sonata ranked among our top-rated family sedans. The ride is supple, yet
composed. Handling is agile and responsive. The Sonata's swoopy, coupe-like styling comes
with tolerable rear-seat room and visibility. The revised four-cylinder engine racked up
impressive fuel economy of 27 mpg overall. On the other hand, complaints include noticeable
road noise and inhibited rear-seat access due to the low roof line. The Sonata Hybrid which we
also tested is a far cry from the conventional Sonata. Although it gets better fuel economy than
its non-hybrid doppelganger, the trade-offs in drivability, refinement and braking performance
are too high. The car stumbles and hesitates as it makes the transition from electric to gas
power, with occasional shakes and vibrations. In most cases, automotive warranties are based
on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of
ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score
is based on our latest subscriber survey of Hyundai Sonata owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. They do not know why it won't stay in alignment". Dealer has inspected and there
was a recall but dealer refuses to accept that this car is not fixed". There were several
campaigns to repair it and it was mostly fixed by that. But now recently the car has again begun
to pull to the left. Original tires were hard and lasted 80K miles. New Pirellis good". Numerous

wheel alignments at dealer. Shortly after alignment pull returns. Replaced under extended
warranty". Fix under warranty but my option remains this brand builds old type cars of lower
quality then a Toyota or Honda of which I have owned". The busing in the steering assembly
was replaced under warranty. Seems like poor engineering to me". The steering system would
become completely disengaged from the front wheels. Problem was electronic requiring
replacement of steering column components. All including towing covered under warranty". All
this is located in the steering column so the entire "upper section" of the steering column
needed to be replaced". Hyundai replaced the complete gear unit". Dealer replaced the
connecting device". Replaced original struts at , miles. Dealership has made one attempt to fix
the problem. It improved slightly". Poor ride quality". Some road noise also. Other than that it
functions well except for lower than expected fuel mileage. The previous year it was the other
tie rod and both stabilizer links. It makes the car feel old with all of the rattles and clunking. No
explanation first time; on second failure, told a single french fry jammed the shift lever Think
about it One hell of a french fry; unable to determine which fast-food joint made such an
impressively robust potato product. I guess that's why car manufacturers void warranties if
owners buy take-out. It was a recall". The struts were not available except at exorbitant prices.
Overall, the suspension is unsatisfactory - despite the repairs. I personally know 2 other people
who have had exact same issue. Replaced two front sway links. However, after a few months,
noise started up again. Haven't taken it in for follow-up repairs. Could only be replaced with
another cheap plastic gear". Replaced worm shaft coupling and bushing. No charge; covered
under warranty. Took 2 hours". Dealer took care of problem under warranty. Problem appears to
occur fairly frequently per on line comments - Manufacturer claims not a safety issue bu".
Linkage has been replaced once and car has been continually realigned but problem persists".
Steering shaft replaced under warranty". A link also was replaced during the repair. Was
covered under warranty". Needed replacement". Was repaired under a service call. Not certain
is was a recall but was repaired under the warranty". Had to be replaced. Caused issues with
steering the car. On a washboard road, the whole steering system rattles, though on a smooth
road the steering remains solid. There is no evidence of tire wear and the car tracks well at all
speeds. The problem and fix has been described on the internet. Garage informed me that this
is a noticeable weakness in the material gear is made from, and they replace several of these
each week. Also, and this hasn't been addressed yet, the ride has gotten progressively worse so driving on secondary roads is uncomfortable. Turned out to be a warrantee repair. I had
noticed a loosening of the steering wheel. I drove an additional miles before having it checked.
By God's grace, I didn't lose control of the vehicle. The rubber part was almost useless. I still
have the part. The part has been replaced with a sturdier plastic part. It does worry me from time
to time. I know two other people who have the same vehicle with the same part. My mechanic
checked for a recall, but there hasn't been one. That is despite the fact that there has been
multiple recalls on this vehicle. This is the reason I question whether I will purchase another
Sonata, although I enjoy driving it. As car was safely drivable I didn't have it fixed. Subsequently
a recall for this problem was issued and fixed at no charge. I had the problem fixed before the
recall and was later reimbursed for the repairs. The dealer fixed it without charge. No more
problem. Taking to dealer soon. Many complaints online about same issue. Safety related. My
mechanic said he thought it was under recall. I took it to a Hyundai dealership and they fixed it
free of charge. Hyundai has been excellent in getting out recall announcements and fixing them.
I have been very pleased with their service. Loose steering and clunking noise. The alignment
after repair was routine. Worn out coupling". One a Factory recall and another was replacement
of a rubber part connecting steering wheel to steering shaft". Several months later when I was
on a trip it began much worse and steering wheel felt loose and I had to get repairs at another
dealer since I was afraid to drive it". I had to replace in the past 6 months. Also had wheels
aligned and balanced". That was worn and had to be replaced". It was later part of an extended
warranty and I was reimbursed for the repair". It was under warranty, so the dealer replaced a
plastic part in the steering wheel that they knew was wearing out earlier than expected. No
problem after that. According to technitian it was a common problem". Have had car checked to
verify not out of round tires, bad balanced tires or alignment. Linkage in steering column clicks
and I noticed that there was a recall on steering column issued before we bought car. It was bad
over 25MPH. This created scary loose steering, lots of banging noises, and other safety
hazards. That's a major safety hazard and my daughter was scared to death to drive that car!
Cheap, cheap, cheap Hyundai - and it's a game of roulette - this level of treating your customers
cheaply and not replacing clear equipment failures in a fairly new car where safety is an issue is
a bad risk and will result in people buying other brands that are more consumer safety
conscious!! At the time of rotation, balance was not performed. I now request both when due at
miles. I believe this to normal wear and tear. This started after one of the recalls was completed.

Additionally, car has been at dealership waiting for engine replacement since February 17, ". It
was a worn bushing". Then changed and column moved slightly but drove ok, got on gravel,
very scary vibration. Took in and they repaired free at 90, miles, No recall only if you ask. Have
good video". There was a class action suit filed against Hyundai to repair this problem, so the
car has been in to have that fixed. Although the dealer performed this repair, the problem
persists, but not as badly as before the fix". NOT covered under k warrenty". Hyundai has since
extended the warranty on this part and will be reimbursing me for this repair". Had it looked at
but no issues have been found and no remedy to date". It quickly progressed to a full shudder
when applying brakes. This is a known problem to Hyundai". Was told any more driving would
be very risky so had them replaced. Went to another shop for a front wheel alignment as well.
Dealership unable to resolve severe brake vibration after replacing emergency brake and pads
rotors etc. I took the car to my local mechanic who confirmed the problem and fixed it. I must
state, however, that the street conditions in my city are very poor. Pot holes and bumps are
everywhere". I have had three alignments and finally had to have tires replaced at 38, miles.
They have not determined why it won't stay in alignment". A recall for rear struts may have
solved the problem but the tires had to be replaced at low mileage". Pitch changed with speed.
New bearings were installed and problem is resolved. The dealer even said that it happens way
more in the hyundai cars than any other manufacturer they sell". Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. We were able to replace
the camera, by purchasing a certified camera on eBay and following instructions on YouTube.
Stopped working". Still covered under warranty so the dealer fixed it". I have taken it back to the
dealer about 5 times for this problem". We bring it in and are told, "No trouble found. Tapping
on the camera on the trunk fixes the problem for a while so assume it's a loose connection to
the camera inside the trunk lid. From what I've read online this is a". Sometimes the driver door
will not open when trying to manually open the vehicle. Button on the door itself seems
intermittent at times". Most times it's just a white screen and you can't see anything". I was
informed not part of the warranty and wasn't due the starter issue car dying and being jumped.
Two hundred minimum to replace. Truly unimpressed". It eventually comes back". I told one
dealer to order the". Sometimes it goes away or says I am empty of gas even after I fill up. But
other times it is OK â€¦". However, neither has been in the last twelve months. Function on the
button is not what happens when pressed. Also am unable to turn the radio off, it's always on.
Power button does not work. I think it is a distraction. I would never buy another car with a built
in system. We've had to replace the radio-GPS twice, both times under warranty. The system
simply failed to function. Will not work. Works fine in warm weather or after the car has heated
up during driving". Problem not resolved. One phone the pairing accepted the contacts and
phone numbers but would not let me make calls. The other phone would let me make calls but
used the other phones contacts". My Hyundai dealer said that the Bluetooth system cannot be
updated". I can no longer use hands-free calling which is a safety issue. Extremely irritating".
But, failed again each time. Finally, we had to contact Hyundai corporate U. Usually 55 degrees
down to freezing. At freezing and below would play". Three year warranty expired. Rest of
sound system still works fine including Bluetooth. Not happy at all. Told me they could order
new one. I had to pull the circuit breaker to reboot the system computer to clear the problem.
Over 12 months ago a brake sensor malfunction and the car had to be towed, engine would not
sta". Hyundai replaced it free of charge. When I bought the car I extended the guarantee for the
electronics air and everything except brakes and tires". The radio-GPS failed to function twice,
however not in the last twelve months. These problems occurred when the car was still under
warranty. The exterior rear lights and internal ceiling lights, however, were faulty within the last
twelve months. Required installation of new antenna at significant cost. Only static. Had to rest
it. Also issues with cruise control sometimes it does not want to engage". Had to be replaced in
order to fix the problem. Could not change radio stations with steering wheel. Voice command
and phone would not work due to Bluetooth failure". This also happened when trying to switch
radio stations. But not until after I had to drive it this way for almost a year. Then, Hyundai
decided to extend the warranty". Example, the volume control might change a station or a
station control might activate the Bluetooth". They sometimes work, sometimes do not". Had
radio replaced. Works better but still not perfect". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Switch was replaced under
warranty with no problem after that. It was on the same switch that controls the cruise and
stability sensor". Dealer replaced speed control module at no cost to me". Switches replaced
under warranty but issue remained". Not fixed. After those were replaced 2 times, and the
problem continued, the dealer discovered that the steering mechanism was rubbing the cables
creating the problem. Once this was fixed, the cruise control system started working as

designed. However they did give me a loaner car to use. Replaced by dealer for no cost. The
Hyundai Dealer also had some problems with it and they identified the problem was the cruise
control switch on my steering wheel. Replacing the bulb didn't fix issue". It was repaired under
warranty". It has been checked. The problem hasn't been resolved as yet. Then the last time it
got so hot it burned my plastic taillight and melted it before it burned out. I had to replace the
taillight assembly for around This was done at a Hyundai dealership. Recently I was told that
maybe they weren't burning out, they fit loosely - latest solution was to silicone around the
lights to hold them in". The dealership is pretty much worthless; they always just try to tape it
back together rather than actually fix the issue. Now that it's out of warranty, they won't touch it
without coughing up hundreds of dollars. The the plastic housing that holds bolts that
connected the tail light assembly to the car inside the trunk disintegrated. Not covered under
extended warranty". Required two trips to the dealership to correct GPS map updates are an
added expense". Around 1 year ago the lights starting going on by themselves in the middle of
the night. Hyundai was never able to fix so I manually turn lights off now". They checked and
couldn't find anything but it stopped doing it. Started again, they replaced something with the
fuse box and it hasn't since". I've nearly hit pedestrians walking on the curb to my right. I can't
see street signs as I approach. Dealer told me these are factory settings. Can't wait to move on!
At times driving down the highway in the evening the headlights went out and I had to jiggle the
turn signal to have the lights come back on. The problem has been going on for more than a
year. I looked on line and others have the same problem. Like I said the problem may not occurr
for months and then show up one or two times. Now the other problem that started about 4
months ago the avfg mph reading sometimes shows a blank reading before I start the car in the
morning. This may also happen during the day. I shut off the car and start again with a blank
reading. This is very intermitant. So I don't know if the avg mph is correct or not. Sorry for the
long story. Replaced them many times. Finally quit running them all the time and only at night.
Now they don't burn out". Didn't notice until several months ago because I didn't need to use
the horn. The problem has not been resolved yet, because the dealer needs to keep my car for
several days, which means I have to pay for a rental. It then gets caught in the door, and over
time it damaged the sensor pad which closes the circuit which turns off the interior lights when
you leave the vehicle. This caused the interior lights to remain on and drain the battery. I had to
have the dealer repair the sensor mechanism in the door to correct the problem. Very annoying
at night, so have to keep the switch in "off" position. I have to keep the switch off most of the
time. More a seatbelt retraction problem than electrical, I suppose. All of the dashboard controls
light up; however, the steering wheel remains dark". There must be a short". You must use the
key to unlock". It was repaired under warranty within 2 hours". Recalled for "brake stop lamp
switch" replacement. Car just wouldn't start at times. Thought it was battery at first. You have to
step on brake for push button to engage, but contact was not being made. Each at a different
time and more than once. I just bought new tires but have no light monitor. Resetting codes
does not help. The factory man replaced a computer, but that did not help. They are still working
to fix the problem. It does not appear to af". Not very good reliability in my opinion". Engine
rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or
timing belt. It was covered by an extended warranty, they also replaced the ignition switch".
Hyundai recognized the issue and replaced the engine at no cost to the consumer. More often
than not the car remained operable up to the time of the engine replacement so typically did not
create any real problem for the owner. Hyundai replaced motor with rebuilt at no charge. The
engine blew a cylinder. It was on recall and we were still in the , mile warranty so the
replacement engine was covered by Hyundai. They also covered the rental car we needed while
we waited for the repair. Hyundai service replaced the engine at no charge. The issue came in
all at once and the car was not drive able. Hyundai did a short block engine replacement under
warranty at no cost to me. It took about a week to complete the work and I was loaned a
replacement vehicle at no charge. Subsequent to the repair Hyundai determined that all Hyundai
Sonatas with the 2. This happened about 5 years ago. I have continued to own the car and have
had no further problems. I am satisfied with the way the issue was resolved. This wasn't an
official recall but the dealer required me to bring the car in every miles to check and put in more
oil as needed oil consumption test. They sent the results to Hyundai for approval to do the
engine rebuild. I didn't pay anything and the rental as free so Hyundai did take care of
everything. Took it to dealer and it need a motor. Folsom Lake Hyundai took care of it under
warranty. Good service. Curious to see if this was a one year problem because we love our car
and would get another". Piston rods broke". Diagnoses: "engine seized". Engine had to be
replaced". We had not choice but to replace it because the car wasn't paid off". Cylinders were
misfiring. Sent egine out to be worked on. Replaced all 4 fuel injectors". Checked oil and was
extemely low despite having been changed just miles prior. Added oil but engine locked up

short time later. Car had been serviced regularly at dealership. Luckily Hyundai replaced the
engine free of cost to me due to known engine issues with this model. They did replace the
engine with a rebuild one but the car was with them for over 2 weeks". Needed to add 1 quart
every - miles. Hyundai determined this was related to the engine debris recall for and Sonatas.
They honored their warranty and installed a new engine at no charge! The car had K miles! So I
am very happy with Hyundai Motors and the Hyundai service department. Even though it was
using oil, it still ran great! I was able to safely coast to a side-street. This problem is related to
the recall for model year Sonata engines, which can fail. The recall extened the warrenty to ,
miles. My problem occured at , miles. But Hyundai paid the entire cost for a replacemnent
rebuilt engine and loaned me a Sonata for the two days until my car was ready for pick-up.
Overall, a good experience because Hyundai covered all expenses even though my car's
mileage was well past the , mile warrenty for the engine. Was told that the engine needed to be
replaced, it was under a recall. Engine replaced st no cost". Dealer says usage normal. Engine
now carbon-up and pinging. It started on a Tuesday. I had to drive miles round trip for work. Got
the oil changed the next day. Went to pick up my daughter 2 days later and the noise got worse
and I was on a highway and had a feeling and the got over and the engine seized up and
stopped working. Luckily I was able to exit and safely pull into a parking lot with no power
steering or brake assist. They put in a new engine in it. It had miles on it when it seized up. All of
the repairs were covered by dealership. Hyundai is doing that for free under an extended
warranty program to their credit ". Engine consumed oil at a rate where oil level could not be
maintained during regular driving. The engine stopped operating while I was driving it. Was
towed to dealer. Dealer replaced engine per recall at no cost to me. Happened away from home.
Hyundai replaced the long block under warranty. Provided a rental car at no charge for the three
weeks required to order and install the new engine. Also reimbursed me for towing charges.
Very happy with the service Hyundai provided". Was under recall, replaced no-cost". It required
a complete engine replacement which was covered by Hyundai. It began by knocking and
quickly became worse, culminating in engine failure. Despite it being out of warranty due to its
mileage, Hyundai installed a brand new engine under warranty at no cost to me. Oil level was
not measuring on dipstick. No evidence of oil leaking in garage or parking spot at work? No
blue or white smoke out of exhaust? I know of two other people same year similar
circumstances. I but a low mileage low kilometre engine in at local garage. Other than that
maybe two minor repairs in 8 years. Had to be towed to dealer. Recall replaced engine but it
took 2 months". Hyundai replaced long block motor for free and supplied a rental for the entire
period". Longblock replacement of engine". The next day the rods broke in the engine. That was
the middle of March At this time I am still waiting for the engine to be replaced. It may not be
done till July. At this time they are paying for my rental car". This was covered under Hyundai's
recall". Engine being replaced. Have not had car since end of February. Waiting on Hyundai
replacement,". An engine test was started and it was determined that 1. A rebuild or new engine
replacement is planned this month". I didn't have my car for about weeks waiting for the engine
to arrive at the dealer". The engine failed, so the engine was completely replaced. This was
outlined in a recall from Hyundai that a possible failure was possible. Engine block was
replaced taking nearly 3 months to complete the process". Was towed to dealership. Engine
was replaced under warranty. No cost to me". Vehicle had to be towed miles as I was far from
home". Took three days to get a new one in. I had been to the dealer a week before to report a
strange noise while accelerating and they said it was nothing". Was not covered by the warranty
even though I thought it was part of the power train". It took three trips to the dealer to have the
problem corrected". It took more than a year to get the problem solved". Visited my local
mechanic who diagnosed the CEL code, indicating that the turbocharger was out of spec. Made
an appointment at the dealership where I bought the car, where the service manager indicated
to me that at around , miles, the Sonata turbocharger often needed to be recalibrated. I could
here it make a sucking noise when I tried unsuccessfully to quickly accelerate. I had to take it to
2 dealers a total of 3 different times before they could fix this simple problem. Car would still
drive, but with significantly reduced power. The car would not drive faster than 5to 10 km per
hour and the engine had a lot of vibration. A tow to the dealership resulted in being told that my
turbo charger went out of align,ent and needed adjustment". The last issue was with the
exhaust actuator; is had to be replaced". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder,
calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Because of Covid
haven't had a chance to get the problem checked and fixed. Three trips to the dealer. I think it's
electrical". Led to groaning when breaking and when accelerating from a stop. Tire area smelled
like burning. Took the car in and had calipers replaced. Usually happened after driving a little
ways so would heat and cause a horrible womp womp womp sound. Did not feel comfortable
driving it that way so replaced the RR caliper at , miles. Bought as certified used car, it should

have been fixed. I'm now seeking warranty repair, that seems can only be done by selling
dealer". Had trouble getting the car out of the garage once". Luckily for me, it was under
warranty". Rotors were scored and needed replacement. Caliper were fine. Service Mgr was
surprised I never needed new brakes with almost miles on the car. I told him it was how I drive:
When I see a red light ahead, I estimate distance and time, then take foot off ga, coast then
brake as I get near the light. Try it. SAves on gas, brakes and engine. This was intermittent.
Definitely felt unsafe driving on the highway. At first the dealership only did a visual inspection
and it was only upon my insistence that the car was not driveable that they opened it up and
found and repaired the problem. I believe the lining has come loose on the left rear parking
brake and periodically jams the wheel when the parking brake is released". Once it rolled down
a hill. I must pull the brake as high as I can and still keep it in 1st grar to hold the car inplace. I
have asked the dealer to fix this issur many time with no luck. It's not safe. Repeated visits to
the dealer fixes the issue for only a short time. My previous car wasa Toyota camry and I didn't
need brakes for a longer period of ownership". Easily driven on highway excepted to last longer
and there was no warning they were going. Hyundai doesn't seem to believe in squeeking
sensors to alert y". They wore out 28, miles. On my purchased new Toyota Camry, they lasted
about 45, miles. Same with OEM tires. Sonata tires wore out 28, miles. OEM Camry tires around
45, miles". Had to replace them all again last week because of inferior quality of Brakes and
Rotors the Goodyear Service Center installed". I am an extremely conservative driver and if
appropriate will coast when approaching a traffic light to avoid applying the brakes, if possible. I
feel the pads should have laste". After replacement and readjustment I believe the problem was
related to calipers , wear rates returned to normal". NEVER had a car that needed new brakes
every 15, miles. Problem comes back. More than once the standard OEM rotors on my Sonata
would warp and result in bad vibration. For me, sometimes I would then have to use the old
style pulsing of the brake with my foot to lessen the effects of the vibration. This had nothing to
do with ABS; It was just under engineered rotors, in my opinion. Better aftermarket replacement
brake rotors and pads have eliminated the problem. The Front Rotors were fine and able to be
turned down". Again, on new Toyota Camry they lasted till about 45, miles. Returned and the
brakes made lots of noise. Had the brake rotors turned which didn't fix the problem so I had all
four rotors and pads replaced. Had to replace rtoers". The rotors, calipers and related hardware
has rusted and must be replaced. Other vehicles in the same area seem to have no such
problems". Car company denied any problems on their end". Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. So alternator, starter, battery along with normal maintenance. Because the car was not
ceritfied, the warranty ended at 60k miles. It totally quit with no warning. Had to replace. I
bought a new battery and a year later I thought that I had a battery problem and was told only
the selling dealership would honor that warranty". Didn't know a weak battery could cause the
starter to not engage the engine. Replaced the battery". No warning that battery was dead and I
didn't know how to start the car using the fob itself! Very hard to understand directions in
owners manual". The car is unusable firmer to this. I would have to crank the car 3 to 4 times
before it would start. No further issues since I had it replaced the starter". The third time it
finally started working after 20 minutes of trying". Had to be towed, not covered by warranty".
Concern we had was we were unable to tell if and when the switch would be inoperable, and we
were concened it may happem when my wife was using the car on and errand or going to work,
and then have it not work leaving her stranded. Replaced switch". After 2 months, I had to
wiggle key in switch to get to ON position and light up dashboard, then would have difficulty in
turning OFF ignition, and struggled to remove key. Then it happened one day when I was near
the Hyundai dealership, so I drove direct to them. After arriving at dealership customer service
greeting area, I tried to turn off ignition but could not. SvcMgr became irritated that I could not
turn off car, so he tried, but could not move key in the lock. After 3 Techs tried to remove the
key for 3 minutes, smoke started coming up from engine compartment. The 3 Techs finally got
key to OFF position and removed it from keyway. Smoke was traced to a burned up Starter and
Starter cable, caused by an engage starter command from the defective Ignition Switch on
Steering Column. Car had to be hand pushed out of the customer service line. It took two 2
weeks to get new Ignition Lock Keyway Switch, replace Starter and cable, and inspect for
additional electrical melting and damage. I was without any car during this period, and the
dealership would not provide a loaner. The new replacement Keyway has worked well and has
yet to lock down on the my Ignition Key Required a tow. Was repaired at no cost. Car would not
start". Manual said if you don't replace the key fob battery could damage the starter. Apparently
it did". Vehicle towed to dealer under warranty. A weak part replaced hopefully with a stronger
one". That's disappointing at only 70, miles and only 10k mile out of warranty. Otherwise an

excellent car". My car had to be towed". It was not covered under the warranty. The cost to
repair was ridiculous". A plastic part inside broke". When I came out, my car wouldn't start. My
son came and got it started for me, and I drove it home. The next day, it wouldn't start, so I had
it towed to a mechanic. Thought it was a low battery but jump start failed so had to have hauled
to dealer who repaired the same afternoon and made car available for driving the same day.
Apparently the yoke that pushes the pinion into the flywheel is plastic and tends to fail early.
Replaced starter. Starter intermittently failed to turn and crank the engine. Both failures showed
unacceptable service life, way short of normally expected life". I replaced it". In Sept. The dealer
and manufacturer have refused to stand behind it. It wore out. Took it to local mechanic who
recommended and AC specialist. Given the age of the vehicle I selected the used compressor.
Did not have a problem all summer long and car was noticability cooler". Local mechanic finally
did after keeping the car for a week. Found problem with compressor which needed to be
replaced. Expensive, but necessary, to replace". Hyundai dealer said it needed to be replaced.
Eventually it will become cooler, if I drive 5 miles. Once the system begins to blow cool on any
given day, it will be cool on subsequent drives the rest of that day. Have to rev engine to get
cold air and doesn't always help". A year later, sound began again. This time dealer said was
compressor, which is costly fix. We are letting it go for now. The AC output temperature seems
to not be affected. I had to replace the compressor. I've never had to replace a compressor on
any car I've owned. There was a bad electrical switch on the compressor that needed to be
replaced". Instead blew out hot air and took nearly 5 minutes to get cold". The dealer was
unable to identify problems. Even when I manually turn on and then off the AC, it still comes
back on after several minutes. It is impossible to force the system to just bring in". It wasn't
cooling fast enough". This causes problems with defrosting the vehicle. Dealer kept car a week
and determined the hose from the compressor was leaking. Hose replaced". Have taken it in for
service each year for the past 5 years, and not sure what the issue is, but it works better
afterwards. Probably a leak, because the compressor is very good at pushing out hot air to me.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
It takes me twice as long to fill up than other people around me filling up at same time. If I have
too fast of a stream of gas, the gas pump nozzle will shut off. Then I have to start all over again.
The angle of the fill spout is not productive to putting fuel into the car. The nozzle clicks off
every few seconds so you never know if you filled the tank all". Could have been a dealership
error but was taken care of next time in. All work was free also car rental for 30 days. I was
extremely thankful have been going to same dealer since I bought car. Never corrected- and still
occurs. The engine replacement resolved the problem. Hyundai mechanics say there is nothing
wrong". It still runs, but we are scheduling a service stop. We didn't change gas brands or
anything. For about the last k miles engine ping is noticeable and I'm getting 1 to 2 miles less
per gallon. No check-engine light, car has been serviced on schedule and new spark plugs
installed but all to no avail. Repair was covered under warrenty". Must check oil weekly to see if
oil must be added". Had to have the oil pan replaced. Only vehicle that I have owned in the last
46 years to have this issue. Less than 12months later had same problem. Was repaired by
independent shop who reported seal was not properly done before". They resealed the oil pan
at no cost to me. Vehicles had to left overnight". We get them repaired and mechanics just keep
finding more. I think there may be a serious design flaw here". I have to put a quart of oil in
every time I fill the gas tank. About miles of driving. All the way around the oil pan. My last visit
was normal. I brought in the jug of Synthetic oil, left it in the passenger seat, and asked that my
customer provided synthetic motor oil be installed, and a genuine Hyundai oil filter be also
installed. When I picked up my car, the Synthetic oil jug was gone, and I thought everything was
normal. About 2, miles later, I detected the smell of burning oil, opened the hood, and checked
the engine oil dip stick, and found that only about 3 quarts out of the required 5 quarts were in
the engine. I went back and checked my work order receipt, and saw that I have been charged
for 3 quarts of conventional motor oil. The dip stick had the look and smell of conventional oil.
No mention was made of my Synthetic oil. I went to a trusted garage, and had my oil drained
and had a 5 quart jug of Synthetic motor oil installed. But, I still can not get rid of the burning oil
smell. I have found that there is an oil leak now coming from the engine. I will return to the
dealership in about 2 months to have my car serviced, and will bring up my experiences, but I
doubt that I will receive any attention. I just wonder who took my Synthetic motor oil home with
them. Mechanic states no external leaks and that the oil is just burning. This started when the
car had about 70, miles. There has been warranty extensions and warranty check-ups for this
engine. It does not appear to be a leak. Have tried several repairs without success. Actually
almost completely ran out of oil. I now need to add about a quart of oil every miles. No visible
leaks or smoke that would indicate a problem. Has been replaced twice. Repairs have not been
made". When I took it to the dealership they advised that the problem was a combination of an

oil leak with the timing cover, which given the design of the engine, also required changing the
oil pan gasket as well and a computer programming upgrade. However, what is odd there is no
evidence of oil leak on driveway or on garage floor. Have had dealership perform consumption
test. No clear Hyundai solution provided unless engine has seized. Have read that Hyundai
enginners knew metal scrap left in engine had caused problems in Alabama plant new and
models". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. It is attached with a plastic clip to the body of the car. Has broken off once and
the apron has come off twice. It is very difficult to park and never touch the front of the bumper
to the curb. Had a new apron put on yesterday. The rubber finish on the steering wheel is slowly
disintegrating. Casting was replaced free of charge. Faulty casting blamed. I believe it was
actually vibration which broke off the anchor bolts". The plastic bolts that hold them in place
just broke off after touching them. Repaired by my grandson with 30 second epoxy".
Additionally, the chrome molding on the grill has bubbled up". My dashboard is cracked too.
But the paint bothers me the most. This car was waxed and taken care of. I would buy another
one but after the paint probably not. Probably started after five years of ownership. These are
plastic parts; metal areas did not lose clearcoat. Dealer said I should have waxed the car.
Nothing further was done. Dealer painted and it rubbed off again". Paint is now peeling off the
roof of car". Paint is poorly protected in this area so no suprise its failing. A rubber strip or
ridge to protect the front edge would remedy the problem. The sun has taken its toll on rear
bumper despite teflon protection and periodic waxing. Now needs to be repainted since clear
coats seems gone and paint fading. It is not exposing metal yet, and only have not gotten it
fixed due to the inconvenience of being without a vehicle for a few days". I have rust pits on the
front hood right next to the chrome on the front. Hyundai refused to repair this, claiming that it
was a stone chip. I see no evidence of a stone chip. The paint protection plan is a was". Normal
rust spots appearing on hood from stone chips caused from highway driving". Most cars have a
plastic strip, the Sonata's don't have one. It began to rust so I had it repainted. Hyundai wouldn't
cover it under warranty". Started 2 years ago. Unable to determine source of problem. Car has
new brakes, struts.. Rear end rattled and squeaks going over bumps. Mechanics have not been
able to find the problem. Took to dealer three times without solution. Told the last time that it
was just normal sounds". Moon roof seal squeaks due to body flex. Engine compartment rattle,
probably waste gate shaft". Dealer was unable to diagnose. Another shop correctly diagnosed
that the suspension needed to be taken apart an lubed". Not sure what is at fault". It only
happens sporadically, but is very annoying. If I hit the brakes enough times it eventually goes
away for awhile. We suspected the sound insulation was getting wet and flapping causing the
noise. Spent another couple hundred on brake parts, that didn't do it either". I had it fixed
yesterday by an independent shop--not by the dealer". All connections and battery and starter
in good condition. Unknown rattling source". As it ages, all kinds of highway noise get louder.
Engine is also louder, most noticable at lower speeds when it isn't competing with wind and
road noise". This issue would cause me to NOT purchase this same vehicle again". Emissions
leak ended up being on top of the gas tank where fuel pump exits. In addition, the mileage
counter indicating how many miles I can drive before refueling keeps changing rapidly.
Sometimes it says we can drive miles, sometimes an hour later, it says we can drive miles. As
time went on, was more and more frequent. Had car into dealer twice, but it wasn't happening at
the time, so they found "nothing wrong". Finally it went to empty and". Dealership has looked at
it twice with no conclusion". Started during warranty maybe happening once every month,
dealer could never replicate. Just outside of warranty it no longer works at all, dealer will not
warranty despite history of problem during warranty and a TSB on it". I will have to replace at
my cost. It no longer works at all, registering random numbers. I won't let anyone else use the
car, such as my daughter because I don't want anyone to be stranded". Therefore no gauge.
Needs replacement". Dealer said I would have to pay since it had just gone out of warranty
period. I complained saying that this is something that should be considered abnormal but
dealer said unless I could get manufacturer to pay he had to charge me. I did not pursue with
manufacturer". The new fuel pump was bad and had to be replaced again. Fixed under extended
warranty. Towed to dealer, fuel pump replaced". Had to have car transported to car repair shop.
Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call
Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Hyundai Sonata Change Vehicle. There are 14
recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road
Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are
conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a
vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We

perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions
Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission
problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side air bags standard from Head protection air bags and ESC standard from Drive
Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. They do not know
why it won't stay in alignment" Robert N. Dealer has inspected and there was a recall but dealer
refuses to accept that this car is not fixed" Anonymous, GA Hyundai Sonata SE 2. Fix under
warranty but my option remains this brand builds old type cars of lower quality then a Toyota or
Honda of which I have owned" Dave E. All including towing covered under warranty" Henry L.
All this is located in the steering column so the entire "upper section" of the steering column
needed to be replaced" Anonymous, NY Hyundai Sonata GLS 2. Hyundai replaced the complete
gear unit" John H. It improved slightly" Drew M. Took 2 hours" John L. Linkage has been
replaced once and car has been continually realigned but problem persists" James S. Steering
shaft replaced under warranty" Frank R. Was covered under warranty" Rob M. Needed
replacement" Luis L. Not certain is was a recall but was repaired under the warranty" Robert B.
One a Factory recall and another was replacement of a rubber part connecting steering wheel to
steering shaft" Mark M. Several months later when I was on a trip it began much worse and
steering wheel felt loose and I had to get repairs at another dealer since I was afraid to drive it"
Anonymous, MA Hyundai Sonata SE 2. Also had wheels aligned and balanced" Jason W. It was
later part of an extended warranty and I was reimbursed for the repair" Mike S. According to

technitian it was a common problem" Dennis I. C" Daniel R. Additionally, car has been at
dealership waiting for engine replacement since February 17, " Anonymous, MI Hyundai Sonata
Limited 2. It was a worn bushing" Suesan B. Have good video" James M. NOT covered under k
warrenty" John K. Hyundai has since extended the warranty on this part and will be reimbursing
me for this repair" David Y. This is a known problem to Hyundai" Jill S. They have not
determined why it won't stay in alignment" Robert N. A recall for rear struts may have solved
the problem but the tires had to be replaced at low mileage" Anonymous, CT Hyundai Sonata 2.
The dealer even said that it happens way more in the hyundai cars than any other manufacturer
they sell" Anonymous, NY Hyundai Sonata SE 2. Still covered under warranty so the dealer
fixed it" Robert S. I have taken it back to the dealer about 5 times for this problem" Jennifer D.
From what I've read online this is a" Ron D. It eventually comes back" Bruce E. Works fine in
warm weather or after the car has heated up during driving" Anonymous, NJ Hyundai Sonata
Limited 2. The other phone would let me make calls but used the other phones contacts"
Joseph R. My Hyundai dealer said that the Bluetooth system cannot be updated" Neal S. At
freezing and below would play" Wayne B. Over 12 months ago a brake sensor malfunction and
the car had to be towed, engine would not sta" Anonymous, NB Hyundai Sonata Limited 2.
When I bought the car I extended the guarantee for the electronics air and everything except
brakes and tires" Pat B. Also issues with cruise control sometimes it does not want to engage"
Vaughn Z. Voice command and phone would not work due to Bluetooth failure" Victor L. Then,
Hyundai decided to extend the warranty" Aaron G. They sometimes work, sometimes do not"
Jeff P. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "Vehicle was broken into
without an alarm activating" Ronald H. Dealer replaced speed control module at no cost to me"
John M. Replacing the bulb didn't fix issue" Rita K. Recently I was told that maybe they weren't
burning out, they fit loosely - latest solution was to silicone around the lights to hold them in"
Anonymous, NJ Hyundai Sonata GLS 2. Hyundai was never able to fix so I manually turn lights
off now" Diane B. Started again, they replaced something with the fuse box and it hasn't since"
Ronald H. Now they don't burn out" Lee O. There must be a short" Steve E. It was repaired
under warranty within 2 hours" Dominique D. It does not appear to af" J S. Cylinder head
"unfortunately ,not well explained by the dealer" Denis G. Curious to see if this was a one year
problem because we love our car and would get another" Louis D. Piston rods broke" Cynthia L.
Engine had to be replaced" Michael P. Replaced all 4 fuel injectors" Pam L. Engine replaced st
no cost" Anne W. Hyundai is doing that for free under an extended warranty program to their
credit " Bruce K. Was under recall, replaced no-cost" Brian P. Longblock replacement of
engine" Graham D. Waiting on Hyundai replacement," Timothy D. A rebuild or new engine
replacement is planned this month" Jamie S. I didn't have my car for about weeks waiting for
the engine to arrive at the dealer" Thomas S. Engine block was replaced taking nearly 3 months
to complete the process" Mitchell K. Vehicle had to be towed miles as I was far from home"
John P. I had been to the dealer a week before to report a strange noise while accelerating and
they said it was nothing" Kenneth R. Was not covered by the warranty even though I thought it
was part of the power train" Bill T. It took three trips to the dealer to have the problem
corrected" Anonymous, NS Hyundai Sonata 2. It took more than a year to get the problem
solved" Carol G. A tow to the dealership resulted in being told that my turbo charger went out of
align,ent and needed adjustment" Anonymous, SK Hyundai Sonata Limited 2. The last issue
was with the exhaust actuator; is had to be replaced" Clyde M. I'm now seeking warranty repair,
that seems can only be done by selling dealer" Ray L. Luckily for me, it was under warranty"
Thor S. I believe the lining has come loose on the left rear parking brake and periodically jams
the wheel when the parking brake is released" Harry N. My previous car wasa Toyota camry and
I didn't need brakes for a longer period of ownership" Charles T. Hyundai doesn't seem to
believe in squeeking sensors to alert y" Dave E. Had to replace them all again last week
because of inferior quality of Brakes and Rotors the Goodyear Service Center installed" Bob S. I
feel the pads should have laste" Harry N. After replacement and readjustment I believe the
problem was related to calipers , wear rates returned to normal" Anonymous, ON Hyundai
Sonata Limited 2. The Front Rotors were fine and able to be turned down" John V. Other
vehicles in the same area seem to have no such problems" Frank R. Car company denied any
problems on their end" Warren J. Alternator "Alternator went after 61k miles, battery had to be
replaced with that. I bought a new battery and a year later I thought that I had a battery problem
and was told only the selling dealership would honor that warranty" Joseph R. Replaced the
battery" Bill T. Very hard to understand directions in owners manual" Carol B. The third time it
finally started working after 20 minutes of trying" Kenneth R. Replaced switch" Cary M. A weak
part replaced hopefully with a stronger one" Wayne B. Otherwise an excellent car" William R.
The cost to repair was ridiculous" Laura W. A plastic part inside broke" Dean S. I replaced it"
Mark W. Expensive, but necessary, to replace" Judy C. There was a bad electrical switch on the

compressor that needed to be replaced" Timothy S. Difficult to fill up gas tank "The throat body
to deliver gas has never worked. The nozzle clicks off every few seconds so you never know if
you filled the tank all" Laura W. Hyundai mechanics say there is nothing wrong" Daniel W. Was
repaired by independent shop who reported seal was not properly done before" Anonymous,
PA Hyundai Sonata Limited 2. Have read that Hyundai enginners knew metal scrap left in engine
had caused problems in Alabama plant new and models" John O. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "The front bumper is so low that it routinely scrapes underneath when pulling into a
parking spot. I believe it was actually vibration which broke off the anchor bolts" K G. Air or
water leaks "Air leak noise! Engine compartment rattle, probably waste gate shaft" Donald H.
Another shop correctly diagnosed that the suspension needed to be taken apart an lubed" Brad
B. Not sure what is at fault" Greg P. Unknown rattling source" Amy B. Engine is also louder,
most noticable at lower speeds when it isn't competing with wind and road noise" Anonymous,
MD Hyundai Sonata SE 2. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
They lied about the car!!! They had a huge dent in the car probably caused at the lot and they
refused to acknowledge it!!! It's no wonder their vehicles don't sell. I've tried contacting them no
less than 8 times. Finally get an email back after 1. Terrible service. The vehicle I was looking at
is still for sale there, imagine that. They responded very timely. But the van got sold before I
could get there afterwards. Great experience buying a car here. People were helpful,. I would
definitely buy another car here. Jeffrey and Tyler were great to work with. They promptly
provided me with all the answers I was needing And I ended up buying another 4 runner on their
lot. Great prices! I had an amazing experience. The dealer was very helpful and understanding. I
contacted him about the Ford Expedition but I feel like I left with something much better.
Excellent customer service, Spencer Hood went above and beyond to accommodate me and my
children, I purchased two vehicles from them. This Dodge Dart for my son and Kia Optima for
my daughter. Stop by and ask for Spencer you will not be disappointed! It was ok. Got the
impression take it or leave it attitude. Great buying experience. No hassle, no pressure.
Salesman Fox was very accommodating and made me feel at home. I sent many request for the
total out the door price and got no response. All they wanted me to do is call them. No point of
calling them if I can't afford their price they want. Big waste of time!! These guys are as shady
as can be! They have issues with Titles on cars they buy from auction. No respectable credit
union will finance their cars. Nice guys but car was rough. Asked about fixing certian things and
was told "it's a used car" Salesman was nice though. My experience with Universal Auto was
exceptional. They contacted me right away and we made an appointment for the following day.
When we arrived the car was ready to be text driven. Car was as advertised and the price was
right. When we decided to purchase the car there were no hidden expenses as there are at so
many other dealerships. No prep fees, no doc fees, etc. I would highly recommend this
dealership. One of the best experiences I've ever had buying a car will definitely recommend
them. What amazing people that helped me tarde an old car to get a car I wanted an got a very
reasonable price for it as well highly recommend these people thank you again for everything
an will take amazing care of this beautiful car an tell others if need a car thats where to go to. Be
safe an thank you again. Absolutely fantastic,,, they actually listened to me, even staying in
price range. I look forward to all the e mail from them. Even though we are going through shut
downs of state lines the prospects are great! Showed a printed car fax with accident report
smudged out. The vehicle was in an accident with min to mod damage. Thank God I check the
car fax on car gurus and found out proper info. Dan and Jhad were awesome guys to deal with.
Very professional They got us a great interest rate. I will be buying all my future cars from here.
Best car buying experience ever. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy the
saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone
because i didnt return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. Price is high
for mileage. I could go elsewhere and get a with less miles for I do like that you ask for your
customers opinions though, it shows that you care. Accurate information was given.. Staff was
friendly and helpful. Vehicles were clean and ready to test drive. Competent, efficient engines
and a roomy, redesigned interior are the highlights of the Hyundai Sonata. So far, the Sonata
seems to be a winner, with powerful and more efficient four-cylinder engines, a seriously
upgraded interior and freshened styling. Still, its less-than-optimal suspension takes away from
what could be a wholly competent entry. Stretched and simplified, the Hyundai Sonata has
received plenty of changes since , with a 3-inch increase in wheelbase, a new engine and
freshened styling. This front-wheel-drive, four-door sedan comes in three trims - GLS,
sport-inspired SE and Limited - all powered by the same brand-new 2. Not just 2 extra hp and
lb-ft of torque, the SE also gets a sport-tuned suspension and steering, dual exhaust, inch
alloys, foglights, keyless entry and push-button start, as well as visual upgrades like dark
chrome exterior trim and a leather-wrapped steering wheel and tranny knob. The base engine

offered for the Sonata is a valve-per-cylinder 2. Limited and SE trims also get the option of a
horsepower, turbocharged 2. Its lb-ft of torque arrive early at just 1, rpm, fighting the turbo lag
so many will worry about, and standard paddle shifters increase the fun substantially. SE and
Limited trims also get a six-speed automatic transmission standard, while the GLS gets a
six-speed manual with the option for the automatic. Thanks to upgrades like direct injection,
continuously variable valve timing and variable induction, the 2. Still, the Sonata has acceptable
handling for even slightly aggressive driving, especially with the sport suspension and inch
wheels of the SE, although this setup also increases the car's jitteriness and nervous character
when the road gets uneven. Steering is balanced at best, with some finding the response a bit
vague, although all can agree on the Sonata's wonderfully tight turning radius, especially for a
midsize sedan. Hyundai has made a lot of noise regarding the freshened styling of the Sonata,
especially that of the interior. The 3 inches added to the wheelbase have aided stability and road
manners, but an immediate benefit has been seen in the interior, which many have noted is
noticeably roomier. Upgrading interior materials was also a major focus for Hyundai, and
reviewers have so far been impressed, commenting that the Sonata surpasses expectations
within its class. GLS and Limited trims are much more comfortable than the SE, both with
regard to long-term comfort and noise suppression, and all have an attractive design for the
interior, with a few hard plastics being the only eyesore. Room is abundant here, with even the
rear seats accommodating those exceeding 6 feet. Regardless of trim, the Sonata is equipped
with standard traction control, antilock four-wheel disc brakes with brake assist, an anti-skid
system and six standard airbags. Despite losing the V6 options, owners have been quite
pleased with the four-cylinder powerplants Hyundai has offered for the Sonata, with even
non-turbo versions providing adequate if not spirited acceleration. Economy especially has
been impressive from a midsize sedan that still can return mids. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions o
pontiac grand prix headlights not working
7 pin rv connector wiring diagram
tractor remotes
f vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Hyundai Sonata listings in your
area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Private Seller: Sean. Warrenton, VA Message Seller.
CarGurus Pay. Why Use CarGurus? Hyundai Sonata 2.

